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Abbreviations

AE: Adverse event

NEAR4KIDS: National Emergency Airway Registry for children
Abstract

Introduction

Failure to secure an airway during general anesthesia is a major cause of adverse events (AEs) in children. The safety of pediatric anesthesia may be improved by identifying the incidence of AEs and their attributed risk factors. However, previous large cohort studies have not been appropriately designed to explore such aspects. Thus, this study aims to determine the incidence of AEs and the risk factors attributed to airway management under general anesthesia in children.

Methods and design

This prospective, multi-center, registry-based, observational study will be conducted in four tertiary care hospitals in Japan from June 2022 to May 2025. Children younger than 18 years of age undergoing surgical and/or diagnostic test procedures under general anesthesia or sedation by anesthesiologists will be enrolled in this study. Data on patient characteristics, discipline of anesthesia providers, and methodology of airway management will be collected through a standardized verification system under monitoring by institutional research leaders among the recruited institutions to minimize the loss of collected data. The primary outcome and exposure are AEs and presence of difficult airway features with potential confounders, which are related to the failure to
secure the airway, and the variability in the anesthesia providers’ levels, adjusted using hierarchical multivariable regression models with mixed effects.

Discussion

This study will determine the incidence of AEs and the risk factors related to airway management under general anesthesia in children.

Trial registration

This study is registered as a prospective observational study in the University hospital Medical Information Network (UMIN) (registration number UMIN000047351, April 1, 2022).
Introduction

The incidence of perioperative life-threatening adverse events (AEs) in children is higher than that in adults due to their unique physiological and anatomical characteristics [1]. These AEs are related to hypoxia in children commonly occur following failure to secure the airway since children are less tolerant to apnea [1-4]. Therefore, identifying the incidence of AEs and the risk factors in securing the airway is desired for safe and strategic airway management in pediatric anesthesia.

Epidemiological data on AEs during general anesthesia in children have been reported in previous large prospective cohort studies. The APRICOT study, which was the largest multi-center prospective study conducted in Europe, reported an incidence rate of 5.2% for severe perioperative events in children [5]. In addition, Subramanyam reported prediction models for perioperative respiratory adverse events based on preoperative patient comorbidities [6]. However, the APRICOT study was not designed to explore AEs specifically attributed to airway management during general anesthesia. Therefore, it did not include detailed information regarding the difficult airway features of patients, anesthesia methods, devices utilized for securing the airway, and disciplines of anesthesia providers. The PeDI registry study, a multi-center cohort study conducted in children’s hospitals in the US, reported that the incidence rate of intraoperative AEs was
high in children with difficult airway features [2]. However, approximately 80% of the study cohort were patients with difficult airway features; therefore, the results did not represent the entire pediatric population. In addition, these major studies did not adjust for the variability in the techniques and skill level of anesthesia providers (e.g., each anesthesia provider could have a specific methodology for securing the airway and anesthesia). Therefore, the incidence of AEs and the related risk factors in securing the airway under general anesthesia in children remain unclear. In addition, to our knowledge, there is a lack of well-designed pediatric prospective studies using registry-based, real-world data in the Asian region regarding the incidence of AEs and the risk factors attributed to airway management.

This study aims to investigate the incidence of AEs attributed to airway management during general anesthesia in children and to identify their risk factors.

Methods

Study design and setting

This is a prospective, registry-based, real-world, multicenter, observational study that will initiate data registration from June 1, 2022, to May 31, 2025, in five tertiary care hospitals in Japan: Aichi Children’s Health and Medical Center (Aichi), National Center
Target population

**Inclusion criteria.** We will enroll cases that meet all of the following criteria.

- Children younger than 18 years of age who receive advanced airway management under general anesthesia or sedation for surgical and/or test procedures conducted by anesthesiologists or anesthesia providers under the supervision of anesthesiologists.

- General anesthesia or sedation is performed in operating suites, catheterization laboratory rooms, rooms for radiological imaging and procedures (e.g., computed tomography, magnetic resonance imaging, radiation therapy), or general ward.

**Exclusion criteria.** We will exclude cases that meet at least one of the following criteria.

- Cases outside operating suites where anesthesiologists are consulted for airway management.

- Cases where airway management is performed in the emergency department and...
intensive care unit.

- Duplicate cases during the study period.

- Patients or their families who refuse to participate in the study for any reason.

Data collection

This registry-based observational study will prospectively collect data regarding the characteristics of patients and surgery, disciplines of anesthesia providers, practice of airway management, occurrence of AEs, and treatments for AEs.

Data quality control. Data will be initially collected by anesthesia providers for each attempt to secure the airway with paper-based data collection forms. The collected initial paper-form-based data will be verified by each site-specific research leader through a standardized process among the four recruited institutions. Site-specific research leaders will confirm that the capture rate is ≥95% of cases at each institution. To standardize the definitions of the terms for data collection, they are predetermined and described in the operational research manual created by the primary investigator (TK). The research operational committee will be convened regularly to confirm the definitions of the terms used in the data collection process. Site-specific research leaders instructed the anesthesia providers to increase the accuracy of the collected data at each recruited institution,
aiming to minimize misclassification bias (Figure 1).

**Data storage and process.** The initially collected paper-form-based data will include information that can identify the study participants (i.e., medical record number and name initials). Thus, only anonymous information will be registered in the Research Electronic Data Capture (REDCap®, Tokyo, Japan) [7] system hosted by the National Center for Child Health and Development. Site-specific research leaders will utilize a standardized participant’s correspondence file, which will include the participant’s initials, medical record number, and REDCap registration number for a potential review (Figure 1).

**Endpoints.** The primary and secondary endpoints are any AEs attributed to securing the airway and decreased values of peripheral capillary oxygen saturation (SpO₂) from the time of initiation to completion of securing the airway. The criteria for AEs were predetermined [i.e., cardiac arrest (status of dead or alive at 24 hours after the critical event happened), laryngospasm, upper airway obstruction, severe cough, bronchial intubation, esophageal intubation, vomiting, hypotension, hypertension, tooth injury, pneumothorax, mediastinal emphysema, bronchospasm, atelectasis, pulmonary edema, stridor, airway trauma, arrhythmia, agitation, dislodgement of airway securing devices]
based on the National Emergency Airway Registry for children (NEAR4KIDS), which is a national registry database to evaluate AEs during emergency tracheal intubation in pediatric intensive care units mostly located in North America [8]. The AEs have been classified as severe and non-severe before data collection. Severe AEs include cardiac arrest, esophageal intubation with a ≥ 5% decrease in SpO₂, vomiting with aspiration, hypotension requiring treatments, laryngospasm, pneumothorax, mediastinal emphysema, bronchospasm, pulmonary edema, and direct airway trauma. Non-severe AEs include bronchial intubation, esophageal intubation with a < 5% decrease in SpO₂, vomiting without aspiration, hypertension requiring treatments, upper airway obstruction, severe cough, tooth injury, atelectasis, stridor, arrhythmia, and dislodgement of airway securing devices.

**Exposures and potential confounders.** Exposure is defined as the presence of any of the difficult airway features (i.e., preoperative recognition of difficult airway by anesthesiologists, history of difficult airway, restricted cervical flexion, restricted mouth opening, narrow thyromental distance, upper airway obstruction, or anatomical barrier to visualize glottic opening, midfacial hypoplasia, large tongue, micrognathia, and large head circumference) that were predetermined based on previous studies [9]. Potential
confounders were selected before initiation of data collection based on a review of
previous literature and clinical experience of experienced anesthesiologists among the
research team members. The selected potential confounders were age, sex, prematurity,
obesity (weight-for-age $\geq$ 95 percentile), preoperative comorbidities, families smoking
status, provider discipline, location, institution, fiscal year, Cormack-Lehan grade,
method of anesthesia induction, status of nothing per os and a full stomach, type of device
for securing the airway, and application of external laryngeal manipulation or cricoid
pressure [9-14].

Statistical considerations

Sample size estimation. The reported incidence rate of critical events occurring
during general anesthesia induction in children was 5.2%, including an incidence of 1.9%
for cardiovascular instability in the general pediatric population who received general
anesthesia [5]. Therefore, we estimated the sample size with the assumption of the lowest
incidence of critical adverse events during general anesthesia in children as 2.0%. The
estimated sample size was approximately 16,000 assuming a 99% probability of
obtaining a 95% Wilson CI with $\pm$ 0.3% of the half-width for the incidence of critical
adverse events.
Statistical analysis. For summary statistics, categorical variables will be described as numbers and percentages, whereas normally and non-normally distributed continuous variables will be described as means and standard deviations or medians and interquartile ranges. Univariable and multivariable analyses will be performed to evaluate risk factors associated with the primary outcome. Baseline differences between subjects with and without difficult airway features will be evaluated using the Student’s t-test for normally distributed continuous variables, Wilcoxon rank-sum test for continuous variables with skewed distributions, and chi-square test or Fisher’s exact test for categorical variables. Multilevel logistic regression models with mixed effects will be used to evaluate the association between the occurrence of adverse events while securing the airway and the presence of difficult airway features [15]. Hierarchical relative risk regression models will be developed using robust error variances or hierarchical logistic regression models for multivariable analysis. Potential confounders for patient, anesthesia, provider characteristics, and institutions will be selected based on clinical relevance and adjusted for fixed effects. The variance contributed by the clustering effects based on the different clinical practices among anesthesia providers will be adjusted (each subject as level 1, each anesthesia provider as level 2) as random effects [15]. Cases with missing values
will be removed from the analysis. Data will be analyzed using STATA 17.0 (StataCorp, College Station, TX, USA), with a two-sided $p$-value of <0.05, serving as the criterion for assessing the null hypothesis for each analysis.

Ethics statement

This study will be conducted in accordance with the declaration of Helsinki. The study protocol was reviewed and approved by the institutional review board at Aichi Children’s Health and Medical Center (approval number 2021051, September 29, 2021) and local ethical approval will be obtained from each recruited institution before initiating data collection. The institutional review board considered that written consent could be waived by performing the opt-out procedure in the current clinical study.

Dissemination

The results of this study will be reported in a peer-reviewed journal and a relevant academic conference.

Harms
No harmful events will occur during data collection because of the nature of an observational study without interventions.

Discussion

This is a prospective, registry-based, multicenter, observational study that aims to describe real-world data on the incidence of AEs and the risk factors attributed to securing the airway in children under general anesthesia. Investigating real-world data regarding patient characteristics (including the prevalence of difficult airway features) and characteristics of pediatric anesthesia practice can provide anesthesia providers with useful information to improve the safety and effectiveness of airway management.

This study has several important limitations owing to its observational nature of the study. First, unmeasured confounders could remain unadjusted owing to the observational nature of the study. Second, there might be a selection bias due to the sampling method. Third, reporting bias (i.e., misclassification bias) can occur due to incorrect reports during data collection. To address these potential limitations, we carefully designed this study to collect detailed information regarding the exposure (presence of difficult airway features), potential confounders, and institutions based on previous literature and meetings with experienced board-certified anesthesiologists.
during the development of the study protocol. In addition, we structured a standardized system to confirm the data collected by local research leaders among the recruited institutions. This standard data confirmation system has been used in NEAR4KIDS, which achieved a data capture rate of $\geq 95\%$ [11]. Our standardized data collection system allows our study to maintain the quality of the collected data and minimize potential information biases (e.g., misclassification). In addition, the REDCap® data registration system does not allow data registration to proceed if there are missing data. We will use this system for data registration to minimize missing data for future analysis.

Previous registry-based prospective studies (i.e., APRICOT study, PeDI registry study) were performed mainly in Europe and North America [2,5]. The evidence regarding the incidence of AEs related to securing the airway is insufficient in Asian settings. The incidence and risks of AEs attributed to airway management in the Japanese pediatric population might be different from those in Europe and North America owing to the differences in the characteristics of the patient population and anesthesia practices. This prospective, registry-based, real-world observational study in Japan can be a stepping stone for further research to identify the specific risk factors for AEs attributed to failure to secure the airway in the Asian region.
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Data are collected in paper-based forms by assigned anesthesia providers in each case of advanced airway management.

Site-specific research leaders verify the initial paper-form-based data and the capture rate is $\geq 95\%$ of cases at each institution.

Collected data in paper-based forms will be anonymized, and registered in REDCap® system in each institution.

Site-specific research leaders utilize a standardized participant’s correspondence file for a potential future review.

Participant’s correspondence file will be stored in each institution.

Figure 1. Flow of collection, quality control, and storage of data.